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It will not take many era as we tell before. You can accomplish it while behave something else at home and even in your workplace. as a result easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we offer under as without difficulty as review The Lost Fleet Relentless what you like to read!

Resolute Jack Campbell 2022-06-28 Admiral John “Black Jack” Geary must battle dangers both within and without the Alliance, in this exciting continuation of the New York
Times bestselling series. Geary knows that some political factions in the Alliance were just trying to get rid of him when he was assigned to escort a diplomatic and
scientific mission to the far reaches of humanity’s expansion into the galaxy . . . and beyond. But he views his mission as both a duty and an opportunity to make things
better wherever he can. And when a crippled Rift Federation ship tumbles out of jump space, Geary leaps into action. But the survivors’ story isn’t completely adding up. As
Geary investigates, he soon finds himself fending off spies and assassins while leading the fleet as it fights its way across space controlled by the mysterious and hostile
aliens whom humans call enigmas. Challenges arrive at every turn, including an unknown alien species that invites the fleet to visit one of their star systems. With little
information to go on, Geary must weigh the benefits of potential new allies against the possibility of a trap. The fate of the fleet—and perhaps even the future of
humanity—will depend on him making the right decision. If he can stay alive long enough to do that.
New Frontiers Joshua Dalzelle 2016-08-08 The Phage War had been a devastating conflict for the Terran Confederacy. Even with the destruction of their terrifying, implacable
foe, humanity is still reeling. Political alliances are crumbling and their mighty fleet is in tatters. There is nothing to celebrate, even after such a complete victory.
They soon learn that there are other stellar neighbors ... and they've been watching the conflict with great interest. One species comes with an offer of friendship and
alliance, but humanity is weary and distrustful, their only interactions with aliens having resulted in the near-eradication of their kind. Before the ashes of war have
been fully swept away Captain Celesta Wright is dispatched to the Frontier with a small taskforce to investigate a mysterious signal while the Confederacy struggles to hold
itself together. A partnership with this new species could help accelerate the recovery effort, but is the offer too good to be true? Can humanity risk another fight with
an advanced alien species right on the heels of the bloodiest war that had ever been waged? New Frontiers is the first book of the Expansion Wars Trilogy, an all adventure
in the Black Fleet universe.
The Genesis Fleet Jack Campbell 2019-05-28 A young fleet officer and a Marine must stand together to defend their neighbors and their colony in this thrilling finale to the
powerful and action-packed Genesis Fleet saga from New York Times bestselling author Jack Campbell. The recently colonized world of Glenlyon has learned that they're
stronger when they stand with other star systems than they are on their own. But after helping their neighbor Kosatka against an invasion, Glenlyon has become a target. The
aggressive star systems plan to neutralize Glenlyon before striking again. An attack is launched against Glenlyon's orbital facility with forces too powerful for fleet
officer Rob Geary to counter using their sole remaining destroyer, Saber. Mele Darcy's Marines must repel repeated assaults while their hacker tries to get into the enemy
systems to give Saber a fighting chance. To survive, Glenlyon needs more firepower, and the only source for that is their neighbor Kosatka or other star systems that have
so far remained neutral. But Kosatka is still battling the remnants of the invasion forces on its own world, and if it sends its only remaining warship to help will be left
undefended against another invasion. While Carmen Ochoa fights for the freedom of Kosatka, Lochan Nakamura must survive assassins as he tries to convince other worlds to
join a seemingly hopeless struggle. As star systems founded by people seeking freedom and autonomy, will Kosatka, Glenlyon and others be able to overcome deep suspicions of
surrendering any authority to others? Will the free star systems stand together in a new Alliance, or fall alone?
Dreadnaught Jack Campbell 2011-09-09 Captain John "Black Jack" Geary woke from a century of survival hibernation to take command of the Alliance fleet in the final throes
of its long and bitter conflict against the Syndicate Worlds. Now Fleet Admiral Geary's victory has earned him the adoration of the people and enmity of politicians
convinced that a living hero can be a very dangerous thing. Geary is charged with command of the newly christened First Fleet. Its first mission: to probe deep into the
territory of the mysterious alien race. Geary knows that members of the military high command and the government fear his staging a coup, so he can't help but wonder if the
fleet is being deliberately sent to the far side of space on a suicide mission.
Halo: The Rubicon Protocol Kelly Gay 2022-08-09 An original novel set in the Halo universe—based on the New York Times bestselling video game series! A HALO INFINITE STORY
December 2559. Humanity has its back against the wall after the United Nations Space Command flagship Infinity drops out of slipspace into a devastating ambush launched by
the Banished. As this fierce enemy alliance seeks to claim a mysterious object hidden within the ancient Forerunner construct known as Zeta Halo, the surviving UNSC corps
finds itself compromised and its leadership out of reach—with remaining personnel forced to abandon ship and take their chances on the fractured, unpredictable surface of
the Halo ring. Now survival in this strange, alien environment—whether for Spartan super-soldiers or those who never thought they would see the battle up close—is measured
day to day against a relentless and brutal adversary that always has the upper hand. Desperation grows, but the will to keep on fighting and enduring no matter the odds is
never in doubt…even as the Banished seek to unleash a frightening new enemy that could doom them all…
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Leviathan Jack Campbell 2015-05-05 “One of the best military science fiction series on the market,” (Monsters and Critics) The Lost
Fleet delivers thrilling combat on a grand space opera scale. Now, Admiral John “Black Jack” Geary embarks on a brand new mission—to defend the Alliance from itself—in New
York Times bestselling author Jack Campbell’s latest action-packed novel… Two Syndicate World star systems have fallen prey to a mysterious fleet of warships—a fleet
controlled entirely by artificial intelligence—that is now targeting Alliance space. The warships are no mystery to Geary. They were developed by his government to ensure
security, but malfunctioned. If the Syndics learn the truth, the war with the Alliance will resume with a vengeance. As the government attempts to conceal the existence of
the A.I. warships—and its role in their creation—Geary pursues them, treading a fine line between mutiny and obedience. But it soon becomes clear that his fleet is no match
for the firepower of the machine-piloted armada. With the help of the Dancer species of aliens, Geary has tracked the A.I. ships to their secret base in the supposedly
mythical Unity Alternate star system where his fleet, the last hope of the Alliance’s future, will end the conflict at any cost…
The Lost Fleet: Relentless 2009 After rescuing POWs from a labor camp in the Heradao Star System, Captain John "Black Jack" Geary discovers that the Syndics plan to ambush
his fleet, forcing him to jump from one star system to the next in an effort to avoid the enemy.
Tarnished Knight Jack Campbell 2013 After being betrayed by the Syndicate, Artur Drakon and Gwen Iceni stage a coup for control of Midway in the first novel in a spin-off
of the New York Times best-selling Lost Fleet series. 75,000 first printing.
The Lost Fleet: Valiant 2008 CAMPBELL/LOST FLEET VALIANT
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Guardian Jack Campbell 2013-05-07 Admiral Geary’s First Fleet of the Alliance has survived the journey deep into unexplored
interstellar space, a voyage that led to the discovery of new alien species, including a new enemy and a possible ally. Now Geary’s mission is to ensure the safety of the
Midway Star System, which has revolted against the Syndicate Worlds empire—an empire that is on the brink of collapse. To complicate matters further, Geary also needs to
return safely to Alliance space not only with representatives of the Dancers, an alien species, but also with Invincible, a captured warship that could possibly be the most
valuable object in human history. Despite the peace treaty that Geary must adhere to at all costs, the Syndicate Worlds regime threatens to make the fleet’s journey back
grueling and perilous. And even if Geary escorts Invincible and the Dancers’ representatives home unharmed, the Syndics’ attempts to spread dissent and political unrest may
have already sown the seeds of the Alliance’s destruction...
Relentless R. A. Salvatore 2020-07-28 The epic conclusion to the long-awaited trilogy featuring one of the most beloved characters in all of fantasy—Drizzt Do'Urden—a
rollicking tale of life, death, intrigue, magic, danger, and the timeless bonds of family and friendship from New York Times bestselling author R. A. Salvatore. Displaced
in time and unexpectedly reunited with his son Drizzt Do'Urden, Zaknafein has overcome the prejudices ingrained in him as a drow warrior to help his son battle the
ambitious Spider Queen and stem the tide of darkness that has been unleashed upon the Forgotten Realms. Though Zaknafein has endured the most difficult battles, survival
has come at a terrible cost, and the fight is far from over. Facing demons and driders, Zaknafein carries the entire weight of Menzoberranzan surrounding Gauntlgym on his
shoulders once more. But the chances of survival for him and his old friend and mercenary Jarlaxle look bleak. Trapped in a desperate and seemingly hopeless situation, the
legendary warriors must reach deep inside themselves to face the impossible. While the burdens Zaknafein bears are more than enough for one of Menzoberrazan’s greatest
warriors, fate holds further challenges. When circumstances take an unexpected turn, Zaknafein discovers he must not only conquer the darkness but learn to accept the
uncontrollable: life itself. The stakes have never been higher for R. A. Salvatore’s most beloved creations in this final volume of his latest bestselling trilogy begun
with Timeless and Boundless. A story of brave heroes filled with dangerous thrills, Relentless also considers eternal questions about morality, purpose, sacrifice, and the
definition of harmony. Exciting, imaginative, and thought-provoking, it takes fans on an action-packed ride that will challenge their assumptions and leave them breathless
and satisfied.
The Lost Fleet: Relentless 2009 After rescuing POWs from a labor camp in the Heradao Star System, Captain John "Black Jack" Geary discovers that the Syndics plan to ambush
his fleet, forcing him to jump from one star system to the next in an effort to avoid the enemy.
Invincible Jack Campbell 2012-05-25 The war-weary Alliance First Fleet, commanded by Admiral John “Black Jack” Geary, is scores of lightyears from human-controlled space.
After narrowly escaping the deadly enigma race they were sent to evaluate, the fleet is facing a second, even more hostile, alien species in an unknown star system. Geary
is determined to make it home before danger can strike humanity again. To fight his way out of the alien trap, all he has to do is hold the fleet together, despite
everything that threatens to break it apart.
The Lost Fleet: Corsair #1 Jack Campbell 2017-06-07 p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} Jack Campbell, the author behind the Lost Fleet novels, is
now bringing his best-selling sci-fi series to comics. The Lost Fleet: Corsair features all the engaging character elements that have helped make the Lost Fleet novels such
an incredible success – but this time, the series’ epic space battles are brought to stunning life thanks to incredible visuals from Andrew Siregar (Sevara), complimented
by color work by Sebastian Cheng (Orphan Black, The X-Files). Imprisoned by the Syndics, Michael Geary’s one chance lies in Destina Aragon – determined commander of a
regiment of hardened soldiers now caught up in a wide scale rebellion within Syndic space. Seeking to escape both their prison and Syndic space, will Geary and Aragon join
forces to get home – or will the hatreds stirred by a decades-old war kill them both?
The Lost Stars: Shattered Spear Jack Campbell 2017-03-28 -The New York Times bestselling author of The Lost Fleet series returns to the -strong saga-* of a rebellion
against a totalitarian regime, and the determination of two people to create a better future in the farthest reaches of the colonized galaxy... The Syndicate Worlds
continues to splinter as more star systems pledge allegiance to President Gwen Iceni, General Artur Drakon, and the new government they're establishing at Midway. But the
toxic legacy of Syndicate rule undermines their efforts as the rebels encounter difficulty trusting one another and believing their new leaders' promises of freedom from
tyranny. Before Iceni and Drakon can put their house in order, they must deal with another threat. An enigma warship has appeared and vanished near a Syndic colony. If the
aliens are capable of jumping into other human-occupied star systems, then billions of people could be vulnerable to a hostile invasion fleet anywhere it chooses to strike.
But an even greater liability lies with Iceni and Drakon as a once-trusted adviser turned saboteur plans revenge..--Victorious Jack Campbell 2011-08-08 As war continues to rage between the Alliance and Syndicate Worlds, Captain "Black Jack" Geary is promoted to admiral-even though the
ruling council fears he may stage a military coup. His new rank gives him the authority to negotiate with the Syndics, who have suffered tremendous losses and may finally
be willing to end the war. But an even greater alien threat lurks on the far side of the Syndic occupied space.
Relentless Jack Campbell 2011-08-08 Captain “Black Jack” Geary has led the Alliance fleet through Syndicate Worlds space, frustrating the enemy at every turn during the
long journey home. Alliance prisoners of war are being held in a labor camp in the Heradao Star System, which also happens to be the location of the majority of the
surviving Syndic warships. Determined not to leave any of his people behind, Geary orders the fleet to strike hard and fast to rescue the POWs with minimal Alliance losses.
With saboteurs from within his own ranks still threatening the security of the fleet, Geary knows he has to succeed. A brand-new edition of the bestselling novel containing
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unique bonus material from the author
Storm from the Shadows David Weber 2010-04-27 The New York Times Best-Selling Series Continues. First Time in Paperback. A New War for Honor Harrington’s Comrades on
Manticore. Rear Admiral Michelle Henke was commanding one of the ships in a force ledy by Honor Harrington in all-out space battle. The odds were against the Star Kingdom
forces, and they had to run. But Michelle's ship was crippled, and had to be destroyed to prevent superior Manticoran technology from falling into Havenite hands, and she
and her surviving crew were taken prisoner. Much to her surprise, she was repatriated to Manticore, carrying a request for a summit conference between the leaders of the
two sides which might end the war. But a condition of her return was that she gave her parole not to fight against the forces of the Republic of Haven until she had been
offically exchanged for a Havenite prisoner of war, so she was given a command far away from the war's battle lines. What she didn't realize was that she would find herself
on a collison course, not with a hostile government, but with the interstellar syndicate of criminals known as Manpower. And Manpower had its own plans for elimating
Manticore as a possible threat to its lucrative slave trade, deadly plans which remain hidden in the shadows.
Fairyland Paul McAuley 2010-12-30 The 21st century. Europe is divided between the First World bourgeoisie, made rich by nanotechnology and the cheap versatile slave labour
of genetically engineered Dolls and the Fourth World of refugees and homeless displaced by war and economic upheaval. In London, Alex Sharkey is trying to make his mark as
a designer of psychoactive viruses, whilst staying one step ahead of the police and the Triad gangs. At the cost of three hours of his life, he finds an unlikely ally in a
scary, super-smart little girl called Milena, but his troubles really start when he helps Milena quicken intelligence in a Doll, turning it into the first of the fairies.
Milena isn't sure if she's mad or if she's the only sane person left in the world; she only knows that she wants to escape to her own private Fairyland and live forever.
Although Milena has created the fairies for her own ends, some of the Folk, as fey and dangerous as any in legend, have other ideas about her destiny ...
Relentless Pursuit Alexander Kent 2009-05-27 December 1815 Adam Bolitho's orders are unequivocal. As captain of His Majesty's frigate Unrivalled of forty-six guns, he is
required to 'repair in the first instance to Freetown, Sierra Leone, and reasonably assist the senior officer of the patrolling squadron. But all efforts of the British
anti-slavery patrols to curb a flourishing trade in human life are hampered by unsuitable ships, by the indifference of a government more concerned with old enemies made
distrustful allies, and by the continuing belligerence of the Dey of Algiers, which threatens to ignite a full-scale war. For Adam, also, there is no peace. Lost in grief
and loneliness, his uncle's death still unavenged, he is uncertain of all but his identity as a man of war. The sea is his element, the ship his only home, and a reckless,
perhaps doomed attack on an impregnable stronghold his only hope of settling the bitterest of debts.
The Lost Fleet Jack Campbell 2011-01-01 The Lost Fleet continues its perilous journey home. Badly damaged and low on supplies, the Alliance Fleet is raiding Syndic mines
for raw materials and Captain 'Black Jack' Geary hopes they can continue to remain one step ahead of their enemies.
Trapped Scott Bartlett 2019-11-23 Captain Vin Husher is sent on a mission into a parallel universe with a task force - and right into an AI's trap. Surrounded by its
bioengineered super-species and unable to return to humanity's home dimension, Husher must draw on decades of experience just to keep his people alive.
Valkia the Bloody Sarah Cawkwell 2012 "Warrior-maiden and consort of the blood god Khorne, the name Valkia the Bloody is feared among all the tribes of the north -- friend
and foe alike. From her earliest days as a shield bearer for her father King Merroc, she has known nothing but unending warfare and the brutal politics of the tribal
leaders, and soon reaches out to seize power for herself. Though her feral beauty might attract unlikely suitors and her enemies may plot against her in secret, Valkia
holds the patronage of the Ruinous Powers, and Khorne will not allow his chosen queen to fall."--Publisher.
Vanguard Jack Campbell (Naval officer) 2017 Jack Campbell returns to the world of the New York Times bestselling Lost Fleet novels with a new action-packed military science
fiction series that explores the founding of the Alliance . . . and the men and women who fought to create it. Earth is no longer the center of the universe. After the
invention of the faster-than-light jump drive, humanity is rapidly establishing new colonies. But the vast distances of space mean that the old order of protection and
interstellar law offered by Earth has ceased to exist. When a nearby world attacks, the new colony of Glenlyon turns to Robert Geary, a young former junior fleet officer,
and Mele Darcy, a onetime enlisted Marine. With nothing but improvised weapons and a few volunteers, Geary and Darcy must face down warships and armored soldiers--or die
trying. As battles rage and pirates take an increasing toll throughout the colonies, the only hope for lasting peace lies with Carmen Ochoa, a "Red" from the anarchic world
of Mars, and Lochan Nakamura, a failed politician. They have a plan: to lay the groundwork for mutual defense that could someday grow into an alliance. But if their efforts
don't succeed, the growing power of aggressor worlds could turn regions of space founded on freedom into battlefields between the first interstellar empires...
Lost Fleet - Victorious (Book 6) Jack Campbell 2011-04 As war continues to rage between the Alliance and Syndicate Worlds, Captain 'Black Jack' Geary is promoted to admiral
- even though the ruling council fears he may stage a military coup. His new rank gives him the authority to negotiate with the Syndics, who may finally be willing to end
the war. But an even greater threat lurks.
Blueshift Joshua Dalzelle 2019-07-20 If you could be the first to lay eyes upon a planet orbiting a distant star, would you go? If it meant that when you returned home-if
you returned home-everyone you knew would have been dead for centuries, would you still go? The members of the Polaris Project knew what they were giving up when they
volunteered to fly to the star named Angel-21, but the allure of being the first explorers to leave the Solar System far outweighed the risks. As it turned out, the most
dangerous thing they faced wasn't the mission ... it was the homecoming. Eight hundred years have passed and Earth is nothing like they thought it would be.As Commander
Markus Brentwood scrambles to uncover the mystery of what's happened to Earth in their absence, he also must contend with an increasingly dysfunctional crew and a damaged
ship that's flying on borrowed time. What should have been a joyous return home after a long, hard mission has turned into a race to see which nightmare would kill them
first.Blueshift is an all new sci-fi adventure from Joshua Dalzelle, author of the bestselling Omega Force Series and Black Fleet Saga.
Fullalove Gordon Burn 2011-06-16 Norman Miller used to be one of Fleet Street's finest. Now he's a middle-aged, burned-out hack with a gift for the sensational story, the
shouting tabloid lead. But as he reports on a series of brutal murders and sex crimes, he's forced to wonder whether he is just a witness - or part of some deeper pattern
of cause and effect . . . 'Remarkable . . . Devastating . . . Required reading for anyone interested in what British fiction should be doing today.' Stephen Amidon, Esquire
The Lost Fleet: Victorious Jack Campbell 2010-04-27 The Lost Fleet: Relentless found its way onto the New York Times bestseller list... Now Victorious leads the charge
again-and "Black Jack" Geary is in command... As war continues to rage between the Alliance and Syndicate Worlds, Captain "Black Jack" Geary is promoted to admiral-even
though the ruling council fears he may stage a military coup. His new rank gives him the authority to negotiate with the Syndics, who have suffered tremendous losses and
may finally be willing to end the war. But an even greater alien threat lurks on the far side of the Syndic occupied space.
Singularity Ian Douglas 2012-02-28 Humankind’s vast intergalactic power struggle and future war to bring down an insidious evil alien empire reaches an explosive, pageturning climax in Ian Douglas’s Singularity, the third book in his New York Times bestselling Star Carrier series. Blisteringly exciting military science fiction in the
vein of the hit TV series “Battlestar Galactica,” Singularity pits determined space soldiers against a powerful race of creatures bent upon the total annihilation of a
human race on the brink of technological transcendence. A notable descendant of such classic military sf novels as Joe Haldeman’s The Forever War and Starship Troopers by
Robert Heinlein, Singularity will not disappoint author Douglas’s every-growing legion of fans as it conquers Jack Campbell, Rick Shelley, John Ringo, David Sherman and Dan
Cragg loyalists as well.
Tour of the Merrimack R. M. Meluch 2013-10-01 Collect the third and fourth books in the Tour of the Merrimack series—The Sagittarius Command and Strength and Honor.
Original. 20,000 first printing.
The Lost Fleet: Victorious Jack Campbell 2010-04-27 The Lost Fleet: Relentless found its way onto the New York Times bestseller list... Now Victorious leads the charge
again-and "Black Jack" Geary is in command... As war continues to rage between the Alliance and Syndicate Worlds, Captain "Black Jack" Geary is promoted to admiral-even
though the ruling council fears he may stage a military coup. His new rank gives him the authority to negotiate with the Syndics, who have suffered tremendous losses and
may finally be willing to end the war. But an even greater alien threat lurks on the far side of the Syndic occupied space.
The Lost Fleet: Outlands - Boundless Jack Campbell 2021-06-23 The New York Times-bestselling series continues as Admiral ‘Black Jack’ Geary returns to Unity to save the
Alliance, this time from itself. The master of military science fiction returns. Admiral John ‘Black Jack’ Geary carries evidence of crimes which could destroy the Alliance
he has fought so hard to save. Now his battle-weary fleet returns to Unity, the seat of the Alliance government. But instead of a hero's welcome, he faces assassination
attempts and political threats. His arrival ignites a furious Senate trial, and Geary must use all his guile to ensure the guilty are brought to justice, without himself
becoming judge and jury. All the while forces lurk in the shadows, poised to strike at any moment. Unsure of who he can trust, Geary is sent on a dangerous mission to lead
his fleet through the shattered Syndicate Worlds, and beyond to alien-controlled space. As the Alliance faces the failures of its past, Black Jack must confront its legacy
– distrust and rebellion.
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Dreadnaught Jack Campbell 2011-04-26 View our feature on Jack Campbell's The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Dreadnaught. The New York
Times bestselling series that delivers "edge-of- your-seat combat" (Elizabeth Moon, author of the Vatta's War series). The Alliance woke Captain John "Black Jack" Geary
from cryogenic sleep to take command of the fleet in the century-long conflict against the Syndicate Worlds. Now Fleet Admiral Geary's victory has earned him the adoration
of the people-and the enmity of politicians convinced that a living hero can be a very inconvenient thing. Geary knows that members of the military high command and the
government question his loyalty to the Alliance and fear his staging a coup-so he can't help but wonder if the newly christened First Fleet is being deliberately sent to
the far side of space on a suicide mission.
Steadfast Jack Campbell 2014-05-23 DEFENDING THE ALLIANCE. The search for two missing lieutenants leads Admiral Geary and the crew of Dauntless on a far-flung chase,
ultimately ending at the one spot in space from which all humans have been banned: the moon Europa. Any ship that lands there must stay or be destroyed—leaving Geary to
face the most profound moral dilemma of his life. As strains on the Alliance grow, Geary is ordered to take a small force to the border of Syndic space. But what he finds
there is a danger much greater than anyone expected: a shrewd and powerful enemy that could finally force the Alliance to its knees. Praise for Jack Campbell's The Lost
Fleet series: “Once again, the visceral action comes fast and furious... Well up to the high standards established by this intriguing series.” Kirkus Reviews “One of the
best military science fiction series on the market.” Monsters and Critics
Iron and Blood Joshua Dalzelle 2017-01-31 The Black Fleet Saga continues... A human planet has been invaded. The enigmatic Darshik have landed troops on a frontier world
and have begun subduing major cities even as their blockade repels all attempts by the fledgling United Terran Federation to mount a counteroffensive. The Federation's
military command is desperate and with their fleet still in tatters they make a last ditch effort to free the planet: They pull Captain Jackson Wolfe out of retirement and
put him in command of a ship they hope can get past the defending armada and provide support to the beleaguered Marines and civilians fighting on the surface of the
contested world. There is no reasoning with this enemy. If the Terran Federation wants their planet back, they will have to pay the price. Iron & Blood is the second book
of The Expansion Wars Trilogy and the fifth book of the Black Fleet Saga.
The Lost Fleet: Fearless 2007
Ascendant Jack Campbell 2019-04-02 A young fleet officer and a Marine stand together to defend their colony in the continuation of the powerful and action-packed Genesis
Fleet saga from New York Times bestselling author Jack Campbell. In the three years since former fleet officer Rob Geary and former Marine Mele Darcy led improvised forces
to repel attacks on the newly settled world of Glenlyon, tensions have only gotten worse. When one of Glenlyon's warships is blown apart trying to break the blockade that
has isolated the world from the rest of human-colonized space, only the destroyer Saber remains to defend it from another attack. Geary's decision to take Saber to the
nearby star Kosatka to safeguard a diplomatic mission is a risky interpretation of his orders, to say the least. Kosatka has been fighting a growing threat from so-called
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rebels--who are actually soldiers from aggressive colonies. When a "peacekeeping force" carrying thousands of enemy soldiers arrives in Kosatka's star system, the people of
that world, including Lochan Nakamura and former "Red" Carmen Ochoa, face an apparently hopeless battle to retain their freedom. It's said that the best defense is a good
offense. But even if a bold and risky move succeeds, Geary and Darcy may not survive it...
The Lost Fleet: Dauntless 2006 Returning from survival hibernation and assuming the command of the Alliance fleet, legendary hero Captain John "Black Jack" Geary must
retrieve the stolen Syndic hypernet key to save the Alliance from destruction at the hands of the Syndics. Original.
The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Leviathan Jack Campbell 2016-04-26 "Two Syndicate Worlds star systems have fallen prey to a mysterious fleet of warships, a fleet
controlled entirely by artificial intelligence that is now targeting Alliance space. The warships are no mystery to Geary. They were developed by his government to ensure
security, but malfunctioned. If the Syndics learn the truth, the war with the Alliance will resume with a vengeance. As the government attempts to conceal the existence of
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the AI warships and its role in their creation, Geary pursues them, treading a fine line between mutiny and obedience"-The Cruel Stars John Birmingham 2019-08-20 They thought the Sturm were dead. They were wrong. Centuries after their defeat, the enemy has returned with an overwhelming
attack on the fringes of human space. On the brink of annihilation, humankind's only hope is a few brave souls who survived the initial onslaught: Commander Lucinda Hardy,
thrust into uncertain command of the Royal Armadalen Navy's only surviving warship; Booker3, a soldier of Earth, sentenced to die for treason, whose time on Death Row is
cut short by the invasion; Alessia, a young royal of the Montanblanc Corporation, forced to flee when her home planet is overrun and her entire family executed; Sephina
L'trel, the leader of an outlaw band who must call on all of their criminal skills to resist the invasion. And, finally, retired Admiral Frazer McLennan, the infamous hero
of the first war with the Sturm hundreds of years ago, who hopes to rout his old foes once and for all – or die trying. These five flawed, reluctant heroes must band
together to prevail against a relentless enemy and near-impossible odds. For if they fail, the future itself is doomed.
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